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A ForeWord Reviews BOOK OF THE YEAR for Historical Fiction.
 
Noah's Wife transports readers to an ancient time and place, while delving into issues that affect our
contemporary lives--family relationships, autism, religious freedom, kidnapping and cultural change.  A
biblical novel that is not "Christian Fiction," T.K. Thorne's version weaves myth, history, and archeological
findings with her vivid imagination, wisdom and humor into an epic tale you will not forget. Told from the
unique perspective of a young girl with what is now called Aspergers, this is the story of Noah's completely
unknown wife, Na'amah.
 
Na'amah wishes only to be a shepherdess on her beloved hills in ancient Turkey-- a desire shattered by the
hatred of her powerful brother and the love of two men.
 
Her savant abilities and penchant to speak truth forces her to walk a dangerous path in an age of change--a
time of challenge to the goddess' ancient ways, when cultures clash and the earth itself is unstable.  When
foreign raiders kidnap her, Na'amah's journey to escape and return home becomes an attempt to save her
people from the disaster only she knows is coming.
 
A few interesting tidbits:
 
* Scientists (including Robert Ballard, the explorer who found the sunken Titanic) discovered evidence that
the Black Sea was once a fresh water lake that flooded in a cataclysmic event around 5500.
 
* The oldest known worshipped deity was female!  The role of the feminine in the divine was entwined with
early Judaism and keeps reappearing throughout history.
 
* One in every 88 persons has a form of autism.  The choice to make Noah's wife an Asperger savant
stemmed from personal experience in the author's life and gives the story a distinctive perspective.

EXCERPT:

"My name, Na'amah, means pleasant or beautiful. I am not always pleasant, but I am beautiful. Perhaps that
is why I am trundled atop this beast like a roll of hides for market and surrounded by grim-faced men. If my
captors had bothered to ask me, I would have told them that their prize is of questionable value because my
mind is damaged. But they did not, and I lie draped, belly down, across the back of an aurochs, a large black
ox with an eel stripe that runs down his spine and a stench worse than a rutting goat.

CRITICAL PRAISE:

"T.K. Thorne is a magical writer.  In Noah's Wife, she turns Biblical lore upside down...and makes us
believe every word of this novel is true.  Her writing is flat-out brilliant and spellbinding. ...I couldn't put
it down."                                                                
 --Elsa Rutherford, NiftyPickle.com columnist, novelist
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From reader reviews:

Adam Allen:

The book Noah's Wife can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Why must we leave a good thing like a book Noah's Wife? Wide variety you have a different
opinion about reserve. But one aim that book can give many information for us. It is absolutely suitable.
Right now, try to closer with the book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you are able to give for each
other; you can share all of these. Book Noah's Wife has simple shape but you know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can appear the enormous world by start and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

Verla Foster:

As people who live in the modest era should be change about what going on or details even knowledge to
make these people keep up with the era and that is always change and move forward. Some of you maybe
will certainly update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to
you is you don't know what type you should start with. This Noah's Wife is our recommendation to cause
you to keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Michael Trejo:

Do you among people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys
this particular aren't like that. This Noah's Wife book is readable simply by you who hate the straight word
style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving even
decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer involving Noah's Wife content conveys
objective easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content
material but it just different such as it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Noah's Wife is not loveable to be
your top list reading book?

Betty Bowers:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you may
have it in e-book method, more simple and reachable. This particular Noah's Wife can give you a lot of close
friends because by you looking at this one book you have thing that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This kind of book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than various other make you to
be great folks. So , why hesitate? Let me have Noah's Wife.
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